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Tlze rooster has crowed. Wlzether- tlze landlord clzops off his head or. rzot, the nerv 
day cvill corize (Spoken to a Molochnaia Mennonite by a Russian supporter of the 
Reds as he retreated before the White Army, 1919)' 

Studies of the "Russian" Mennonites are dominated by a concern with 
particular periods and subjects. In recent years there has been extensive 
discussion of the prerevolutionary, Imperial period concentrating on social, 
religious and other cultural issues. Investigations of the Soviet period have not 
been as extensive or as wide ranging. Accounts published since Soviet Mennonites 
began emigrating to the West in the 1970s mainly deal with the later Stalinist and 
post-Stalinist period and are mostly autobiographical. Except for articles 
written by Walter Sawatsky, there have been few scholarly, contextual studies 
published of Soviet Mennonite life during and after Stalinism.' The early pre- 
Stalinist period also has been neglected. The one exception to this has been the 
work of Joh11 B. T o ~ w s . ~  

Toews' accounts of the early Soviet period were developed primarily from 
his initial encounter with RussianISoviet Mennonite history through his re- 
search into the Mennonite emigration from Russia and Ukraine to Canada 
during the 1920s, centring particularly on the worlc of B.B. Janz. Through 
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detailed examination of archival sources on the emigration which have been 
preserved in Canada and the United States, combined with contemporary 
newspaper reports and later memoirs, Toews has reconstructed the background 
to the emigration movement in the destruction and disruption to Mennonite life 
caused by the Russian Revolution and the subsequent Civil War. Subsequently 
Toews expanded his research to include aspects of prerevolutionary reli,' UIOUS 

and cultural life and to look onwards to the impact of collectivization, Stalin's 
terror and the Second World War on those Mennonites who remained in the 
USSR. Much of his account of this later period is based on an examination of 
German surveys drawn up during the Nazi occupation of Uliraine in 1942 and 
captured by the Allies after the War. These studies culnlinated in Toews' volume 
Czars, Soviets a i d  Meilizoizites, which drew heavily on his earlier research and 
publications to examine the Mennonite experience from late Imperial Russia 
through to 1945.J 

The aim of this article is to reexamine early MennonitelSoviet relations in 
the light of recent research, to question many existing Mennonite interpretations 
and explanations concerning this period and to suggest some directions for 
future enquiry.' 

Teleological explanations and the issue of 
Mennonite emigration from the Soviet Union 

One of the major problems of Mennonite accounts is the highly teleological 
nature of much Mennonite interpretation of the early Soviet period. The most 
obvious and insidio~is example of this is the idea that the ultimate fate of the 
Russian Mennonites and the true nature of the Soviet state and the practice of 
Communism in its Stalinist form, were implicit from the earliest days. All events 
Mennonites experienced during the 1920s thus are seen merely as the logical 
and necessary fulfillment of an inevitable working-out of the logic of Commu- 
nism. In other words contingency is denied: Stalinism, collectivization and 
terror were all necessary and i n e ~ i t a b l e . ~  

The reality was otherwise. While there were certain tendencies implicit in 
early Bolshevism, these were not necessarily the only or even the most "logical" 
outcome of its evolution from a radical, minority political party into a ruling 
elite attempting to build a new society and economic order while claiming the 
right to monopolize political power. While many Mennonites may have been 
suspicious and even fearful of the outcome of these tendencies, none could have 
predicted with any degree of accuracy their exact outcome. Later Mennonite 
writing on the 1920s, however, often indicates that Mennonites knew that in 
time the regime would become increasingly oppressive and ultimately seek to 
destroy them. Of course this assumes that even the Bolsheviks were certain that 
their new order would succeed and that their regime would survive. In the early 
1920s this was not at all certain to the Bolsheviks, their friends or enemies or to 
Mennonites. Indeed, one of the more subversive features of Mennonite dis- 
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course in Kussia/'L~raine and abroad during the i920s was  he widespread iiupe 
that the regime would not actually try to achieve its aims and at best might evolve 
into a socio-political system more sympathetic to Mennonite ways; secretly 
most hoped the Bolsheviks would fail and be replaced by a new regime, although 
not necessarily a restoration of the old Imperial regime. 

These issues can be seen to crystallize around the question of whether the 
Mennonites in RussiaIUkraine in the 1920s had a future in the Soviet Union.' 
More specifically this can be focussed on the question of whether or not sonle 
Mennonites intended to stay in the Soviet Union or whether all were convinced 
the time had come to emigrate. Did Mennonites following the Civil War aim to 
reconstruct their economy and develop a new way of life, either in cooperation 
with the new regime or biding their time until a more favourable government 
appeared, or were they totally committed to emigration and the abandonment of 
Russia and Ukraine? If not, why did some choose to stay and others to 
immigrate? 

There appears to be a common belief that all Mennonites during the 1920s 
were eager and willing to emigrate but were prevented by circumstances, mostly 
external, from doing so. Mennonite attempts at reconstruction after the Civil 
War are interpreted merely as a short-term strategy to achieve a breathing space 
which would allow Mennonites to gain the time and resources to permit such 
large-scale emigration while deceiving the authorities as to their real long-term 
intention to leave the Soviet Union. Even the secondary literature, including that 
by Toews, is peculiarly inconsistent on this issue. In his most extreme moments 
Toews states that all Mennonite policies and actions involved in economic 
reconstruction were nothing more than a sham, and that the ultimate aim of the 
Mennonite organizations and the wish of all Mennonites was to emigrate.%ut 
even when Toews advances such an opinion, he elsewhere states that recon- 
struction was essential as even in the long-term not all Mennonites would 
emigrate. He never expands on the latter point; was it because not all would want 
to emigrate, not all would have the resources to leave or not all would be 
permitted to emigrate by either the authorities in the USSR and Canada or by the 
Mennonites themselves?' 

Toews does, however, recognize that different attitudes and preferences 
operated at different periods, with the desire for emigration being particularly 
strong in the early years following the Civil War (1920-23), weakening in the 
period 1924-26 and strengthening again from 1927 onwards."' This certainly is 
true and reflects shifting hopes and expectations in the changing economic and 
political contexts of the Soviet Union and Canada. Of particular importance was 
the impact of the New Economic Policy (NEP) after 1921 and the hopes of 
economic and cultural reconstruction after 1924. What Toews is less clear on are 
the changes in Soviet emigration policy in this period, which underwent many 
changes mostly unconnected with official attitudes to Mennonites.'' 

The problem is that in most accounts there is almost no reference to, or 
understanding of, NEP." In Mennonite accounts it is almost as if one period of 
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disorder and terror (Revolut-ion and Civil War) was soon replaced by anui i~rr  
(collectivization, arrests and terror) so that the period from 1917 onwards 
appears as a continuous and inevitable process of the destruction and dissolution 
of Mennonite life. What is missing is what those who lived through it and did not 
emigrate refer to as "NEPzeit." This was the period between 1921 and 1928, 
when the Bolsheviks attempted to reconstruct the country's shattered economy 
and society by creating an alliance between society and the state, particularly 
with the peasantry, which drew on the expertise of members of old order and 
allowed a free market to operate in certain areas of economic life.17 In a word, it 
was a time of colnpromise and experiment during which an attempt was made to 
unite the country, producing a situation in which, to a degree, Mennonites flour- 
ished, especially after 1924. The topic of everyday Mennonite life under NEP is too 
colnplex to discuss here, although inany of the points raised in thi s article point to the 
need to reconsider Mennonite social and cultural life in the early 1920s. 

In his accounts Toews also gives the clear impression that reconstruction 
which required new changes in Mennonite life was never a real optio11.'" The 
reason for this is that certain lcey aspects of Mennonite life were co~lstailtly 
challenged by officialdom, especially their religious principles and practices 
including nonresistance, organized religious life and continued employment of 
ministers in lcey positions in administration and especially the schools. These 
factors undoubtedly compromised all Mennonite efforts at reconstruction, 
deeply affected their resolve to change and to acco~n~nodate to the new regime 
and, because of the continued sense of uncertainty as to their future, sustained 
the interest in emigration in spite of negative reports being received from 
Canada co~lceriling co~lditions and opportunities for new settlers. But for Inany 
Mennonites living in the Soviet Union during the 1920s emigration remained a 
last choice of action; emigration involved a major social, econo~nic and 
emotional upheaval not to be lightly undertaken. And although Inany would 
deny it today, the early Mennonite emigrants to Canada in the 1920s were not 
really escaping an established, oppressive regime, but were economic refugees, 
victims of the Civil War and subsequent periods. The later emigrants were 
increasingly motivated by problems with the regime, but again the motivation 
was largely eco~lomic in as much as they could not malce a living in their 
preferred profession because they were excluded from doing so by Bolshevik 
social policies, or because under Cornmullism they could not follow the 
econonlic practices they preferred. Some inight also be better considered as 
exiles who along with other sections of the massive Russian diaspora of the 
1920s contemplated returning to Russia, if and when the econornic and political 
situation improved, hopefully when the Bolsheviks had gone." 

The problem lies not just in the teleological ass~imptions involved in 
explanations of the 1920s, but also in the sources available for study. Many 
Meilnonite accounts are coloured by later lnelnoir literature, mostly by emi- 
grants of the 1920s, and the primary source material that is available is often 
highly selective in nature. The surviving archival sources in the United States 



and Carlacia which cur~iair~ repuris 011 ihe iiussian/TLjl~rainiar~ siiuaiion are rr~ainiy 
from the early period (1 920-23), and deal predominantly with emigration issues. 
Moreover, these sources are mainly from the central organizations and do not 
deal with local conditions or the implementation of policies and initiatives in 
specific local communities. Thus for the two major secular Mennonite organiza- 
tions created in the Soviet Union in the 1920s-for Ukraine the Kharkov-based 
Verband cler Me1117017itelz Siidr~lssla~zds later renamed the Verband cler Bi iqer  
HollZindischer Herkuqfi (from now on referred to as the Verband) and the 
Moscow-basedAIlrussischerMen~zo~zitiscker La~~chi~irtschaft/icl~er Vereirz(from 
now on referred to as the Verei17) which served Mennonite communities in the 
Russian Republic-we have masses of detail on their central emigration work, 
but almost nothing about the implementation or effect of their work and their 
agencies, in local level reconstruction. Some material on this is available 
(although even more is needed) but what has long been available is often 
disregarded. These include the reports of the local sections to the central 
conferences of theverbaizdand the Verei~z, I 6  articles published by theVereilz in 
Praktisclze Landvvirt, reports in contemporary newspapers (RussianISoviet and 
North American) and statistical reports from Russian and Ukrainian officials 
during the 1920s (government reports from this period are reasonably trustwor- 
thy.) A few memoir accounts, especially those written by Mennonites who did 
not emigrate in the 1920s but who came to North America only after 1945, are 
also useful. I7 

What these sources on activities at the local level indicate is that some 
Mennonites threw thelnselves enthusiastically into the work of econo~nic 
reconstruction, that many were attracted by the promise of a new social order, 
and that some were also influenced by the rhetoric of the time which promised a 
utopain future. Through working with rather than against the Bolsheviks, 
especially in ecoiiomic matters, they hoped that life would change for the better 
and permit them to fulfil their lives in RussiaIUkraine without having to face the 
perils and uncertainty of emigration. The development of an extensive coopera- 
tive system in trade, industry and agriculture which had its origins in Imperial 
Russia, has hardly been investigated. At the same time agricultural practices 
were altered greatly from pre-revolutionary times with an increased emphasis in 
many places on dairying and livestoclc management rather than extensive grain 
production for export. But it is also obvious from the reports that Mennonites 
faced considerable difficulty in their relations with the new government and the 
social and political language and agendas of the Bolsheviks with a degree of 
distrust being exhibited by both Mennonites and Bolshevik officials. The fact 
that Soviet policy concerning their economic and social programs remained 
unclear throughout this period, with endless changes in policies and support, did 
not help the situation. As sucli, Mennonite attempts at econolnic and even social 
cooperation eventually foundered and irreconcilable differences over religion, 
education and the calling of young men to military service lead to their 
increasing alienation from the regime. 
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Mennonites and Bolsheviks: 
class, ethnicity and identity in the new Soviet order 

In his studies Toews mentions three major reasons for Bolshevilc lack of 
support for Mennonite aspirations and suspicion of Mennonite plans: the 
Mennonites' continued commitment to religion (including their nonresistant 
principles), their ethnic identity (especially their "Germanness" and tlieir 
opposition to assimilation and Russification) and finally their actions during the 
Civil War, especially their involvement in the Selbstsckutz, which had compro- 
mised tlieir religious principles and made them seem a potential source of 
counterrevolutionary activity. l U  While Toews mentions another factor, mainly 
Mennonite support for market capitalism as opposed to socialism, this is the 
closest he comes to discussing socio-political issues.'"n fact, issues relating to 
"class", as a reflection of past Mennonite life and their relationship with the 
prerevolutionary social and political order, and the connection between Bolshe- 
vilc rhetorical discourse involving the ascription of class as a socio-political 
weapon, emerged as central to the negotiations and discussions between 
Mennonites and representatives of the new regime during the I ~ Z O S . ~ ~  

One of the problems in assessing the impact of the new regime on Mennonite 
life is the rather rosy picture often presented in Mennonite writings of 
prerevolutionary Mennonite life. It is often suggested that prior to the Revolu- 
tion Mennonites formed cohesive, separate, self-contained egalitarian commu- 
nities colnlnitted to the religious faitli of their ancestors including the peace 
principle. Mennonites are portrayed predominantly as small-scale, prosperous 
farmers, and in spite of being capitalists more concerned with their own 
domestic and communal survival than with the ruthless exploitation of others 
and the maximization of profit. Mennonite institutions were founded to resist 
government attempts at Russification and to fulfil Christian virtues." That 
Mennonite life had been fundamentally transformed before 1914, that the social 
system was highly dynamic and involved differences in social status, within 
Mennonite society and between Mennonites and their neighbors, or that Men- 
nonite farmers were extremely active in the marketplace, maximizing profits 
and exploiting peasant labour, is rarely discussed. Neither is the involvement of 
wealthy landowners, industrialists and businessmen in political processes of the 
community, local government and national party politics and the dominance 
these minority social groups had over Mennonite life. The fact that Mennonite 
institution-buildi~ig also involved a political attempt to maintain and reinforce 
Mennonite privileges and to sustain tlieir dominance and control over their own 
affairs while enjoying the economic advantages of the larger society has not 
been widely investigated.?' 

All these ideas concerning prerevolutionary Mennonite life: Mennonite 
noninvolvelnent in politics, if not the apolitical nature of Mennonite life, their 
marginal status as a minority people persecuted by the state on account of their 
faitli and ethnicity and the fact that they were just small-scale, humble farmers, 
caught up in the turmoil of events as innocent bystanders, became part of the 



I'Jfcnnoi~itc "vision" of themse:ves in ihe i920s, pioiiioied by Meiiiioiiiies ia iht: 
USSR and later after e~nigration to Canada. Such views of prerevolutionary 
Mennonite life therefore reflect the construction of a particular vision of that life 
which has its roots in their experience of loss and suffering in the Revolution and 
Civil War and in their attempts to come to terms with the Bolsheviks and a new 
country during the early 1920s. During this period the Mennonite leadership 
argued that prior to the Revolutio~l Mennonites had been neither exploiters nor 
political actors, but instead had been persecuted by the Imperial regime because 
of their ethnicity and faith. Hopefully this would move Mennonites more easily 
into the category of victims rather than victimizers." 

The problem for those who remained in the Soviet Union was that all those 
who had been involved in the commercial and political life of the old regime 
were seen by the Bolshevilc and by many of the poorer peasants in rural areas 
now empowered by Bolshevilc rhetoric, as previous members of the bourgeoisie. 
In Bolshevik eyes Mennonites, as landowners, prosperous farmers who em- 
ployed labour, professionals, businessmen, millers and industrialists, clearly 
had been members of the exploiting classes. As such they were expected to have 
been supporters of the established, privileged orders of Tsarist society, class 
enemies of the proletariat and peasantry and naturally opposed to the Bolshevik 
vision of a new order."' This negative classification could and often was 
extended to their children and relation. 

The sympathies and actions of many Mennonites, especially those in 
leadership positions during the period between February 1917 and the final 
defeat of the Whites in 1920, merely confirmed Bolshevilcs suspicions of their 
class origins. These included Mennonite support for liberal bourgeois political 
ideas, attempts to form political groupings based on ethnicity and class, 
opposition to socialist ideas and forces, intimidation of Uluainian and Russian 
peasants and workers, the general lack of support of peasant aspirations for land 
redistribution, the sanctuary and protection afforded to former Mennonite estate 
owners and industrialists by colonists, close cooperation and support for the 
imperialist German and Austrian occupying forces in 1918 and finally involve- 
ment and at times apparent sympathy with the Whites supported even by 
involvement in military action. After 1920 their involvement in promoting 
emigration, their continued attempts to dominate Mennonite social and political 
life and their association with foreigners in capitalist countries, merely sus- 
tained Bolshevik doubts.'j It is not at all surprising that Bolshevik officials 
remained suspicious of Mennonites, their leaders and of their claims for 
recognition of special rights and privileges based on religion or ethnic distinc- 
tiveness. What is surprising is that while such Mennonite activities and sympa- 
thies are well recorded in the literature, they rarely are discussed in terms of how 
they might have influenced Bolshevilc attitudes to Mennonites after 1920. 

That Mennonites prior to the Revolution, and in the 1920s, considered 
themselves ethnically and socially distinct from the majority of their neighbours 
is, however, apparent in contemporary accounts. In prerevolutionary rural 
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Russia, especially in areas with mixed ethnic populations, social identity was 
defined primarily by ethnic rather than by socio-economic factors. It should not 
be forgotten that in prerevolutionary times and during the 1920s Mennonites 
still lived in a largely agrarian society. In fact during the revolution and Civil 
War most urban areas became depop~~lated as people fled for safety and food to 
the countryside. Rural society became re-agrarianized. With the loss of factories 
and many businesses, and with the redistribution of estate land beyond the 
colonies, Mennonite society also retreated to the rural colony villages where 
once prosperous co~n~nercia l  farming at first was reduced to subsistence agricul- 
ture. But this was a pattern common to much of the Soviet Union following the 
Civil War. As such, rural society changed both within and outside the Mennonite 
world and Mennonite relations with their peasant neighbours also altered. 

In prerevolutionary Russia the assertion by populations of ethnic and local 
differences tended to disguise the real socio-economic differences that existed 
within and between groups. Between ethnic groups differences in social status 
had long been seen as a consequence of "natural" processes of cultural differen- 
tiation. Within ethnic groups a sense of unity based upon appeals to common 
descent, faith and a shared history disguised the real status differences between 
members of the same ethnic group. Ethnic identity thus overruled real social 
differences based on economic differences. This probably accounts for the fact 
that the while internally Mennonite society was highly differentiated by status 
distinctions, and externally its relations with non-Mennonites were based on 
socio-economic differentiation, this is rarely discussed in the contemporary 
literature. Instead, contemporary discourse collcerned with differentiation is 
dominated by highly stereotyped expressions which stress differences in cus- 
tomary practice and morality, rather than socio-economic divisions ("we effi- 
cient, cultured, prosperous and honest Mennonites versus those poor, dumb, 
inefficient, untrustworthy Russians" etc.). 

In the post-Civil War period, the agitation by the Mennonite leadership for 
the recognition of Mennonites as a separate ethnic and religious group, distinct 
from the rest of society and overriding social differences, undoubtedly caused 
the Bolsheviks to remain suspicious of their intent. Such Mennonite claims to a 
distinctive identity were still largely attuned to the language of prerevolutionary 
Russian society, whereas Bolshevilc views of identity were dominated by their 
active promotion (or invention) of very different languages of social class. 
These involved a classification and ascription of new social identities which 
included the identification of disapproved social groups, mainly the bourgeoi- 
sie, previous ~nembers of the old privileged social elites, and of approved 
groups, especially workers and peasants. 

If the Bolsheviks according to their views of class were busy reclassifying 
Mennonites, Mennonites in turn were forced to come to terms with the new 
system of social identities. This coming to terms with the new rhetoric of social 
identities proved as difficult for Inany Mennonites as it was for many other 
Soviet citizens.'" proletariat ancestry would have given Mennonites a privi- 



lcgcd status in Soviet s~cie t j j ,  but it was difficnjt fs r  the leadership t s  clairr, a 
proletariat past in spite of increasing Mennonite involvement in industry before 
1914. While a few Mennonites had indeed been factory worlters before 1917, 
most involved in industry had been factory or mill owners, entrepreneurs, 
specialist engineers or clerks, not exactly a good basis for a claim to proletarian 
status. Their expertise in agriculture aligned Mennonites with rural people but to 
be successful in the new social order of the countryside most Mennonites really 
had to discover a peasant identity. This proved difficult, as to most Mennonites 
the category "peasant" was associated with ideas not just of lowly social status 
but also of cultural degeneracy. More importantly they had to find aplace within 
the Soviet classification of ranked social peasant groups: upper (liulali), middle 
and poor peasants. During the 1920s most established Mennonite farmers 
preferred to see themselves as "middle" peasants, denying their earlier privi- 
leged position and disregarding the poorer Mennonites in their midst. The 
reaction of the poorer Mennonites to the new social classifications and the 
regime is unknown, as their voices are distinctly absent from the record. 
Communist wrilers often spoke of "poor" Menilonites and justified their 
policies with reference to their social condition," but how far these Mennonites 
adopted the new status which had distinct advantages in the new political 
situation is unclear. Such classifications reflected the Soviet's desire to divide 
ethnic groups by identifying social differences and setting groups against each 
other. For the majority of Mennonite farmers, however, their prowess as 
commercial farmers during Tsarist times and their success at reestablishing their 
farms as profitable ventures after 192 1, soon resulted in their identification with 
the more prosperous and economically progressive peasantry. In time the 
majority were viewed by both Soviet officials and by their poorer peasant 
neighbours as ltulak, ultimately with disastrous consequences when the coun- 
tryside was dekulalcanized in the late 1920s and early 1 9 3 0 ~ . ' ~  

One prerevolutionary sector of Russian society, however, was allowed a 
degree of freedom: the intelligentsia. During the 1920s it was mainly the 
nonreligious Russian and Uluainian professional intelligentsia who were per- 
mitted status in Soviet institutions and, as bourgeois specialists, became actively 
involved in the cultural and technical development of the country. Many 
professional Mennonites, especially engineers, did take up specialist roles in 
econo~nic enterprises, but this often wealiened their links with the wider 
Mennonite community. The same is true of those in some of the professions sucll 
as lawyers and those who where sympathetic to the regime and developed 
literary careers during this period." Many members of the Mennonite intelli- 
gentsia, however, were teachers who were also ordained ministers. This se- 
verely compromised their involvement in most aspects of Soviet reconstruction 
and led to their exclusion from scl~ools, posts in the local ad~ninistration and 
other leadership roles on the grounds of their religious adherence. 

So  Mennonites were faced with adilemma: socially most found it difficult to 
identify with the favoured working proletariat and the poorer sections of the 
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peasanrry, and poiiricaiiy it was best to distance themselves from the fact that 
their ranks had included employers of peasant labour (wealthy landowners and 
prosperous colony farmers) and exploiters of workers and political supporters 
of the old regime, businessmen and factory owners. Often such class enemies 
were disenfranchised; how may Mennonites suffered so is unknown.i0 What 
Mennonites needed to maintain political, ethnic and religious solidarity was a 
single class identity, but this proved an impossible task given the differences in 
social status that had existed in prerevolutionary times and the continued appeal 
by many in the comm~ulity to their past rights based upon status. 

During the early period of Soviet rule new socio-political ethnicities also 
were established in the form of Soviet nationalities. In Ulu-aine "Mennonite" 
was not an identity approved on the grounds of either social origin or nationality 
as it was based on religion (hence the name of the Vel-Dancl), although the term 
Mennonite was used by the Moscow-based Vereirz, perhaps indicating the 
different iinplementation of the nationalities policies in the two republics." 
Religious identities were only recognized when there was proof of previous 
Tsarist persecution, but most Bolsheviks remained aggressively opposed to 
religion and members of religious groups were primarily classified by their 
social andlor ilational identity rather than by faith. 

Bolshevik doubts concerning the class origins and present social identities 
of many Mennonites and suspicion of their recent actions and sympathies and 
their continued assertion of a separate ethno-relgious identity were undoubtedly 
as important in Bolshevik dealings with Mennonites as continued Mennonite 
allegiance to religion itself. Probably of least importance to most high-ranking 
Bolsheviks was Mennonite ethnic association with Germanness except where 
this involved direct links with Germany itself, a reactionary capitalist country 
ripe for revolution. Indeed, throughout the 1920s the Soviets attempted to 
integrate Mennonite organizations with the German Soviet groups created in 
accord with their policy of supporting Soviet nationalities. The Mennonites 
resisted such a unification and this was as much of an issue for Mennonites as 
fear of continued Russification through land redistribution and social levelling. 
Also, far from Russifying or even Ukrainianizing Mennonites during the 1920s, 
the authorities permitted them to assert aspects of their Gerrnanness, for instance 
through encouraging teaching in the German language in schools and creating 
"German" administrative areas. But the intention of such policies was to make 
Mennonites better communists through social and political assimilation, not to 
establish autonomous socio-political groups and territories outside Communist 
Party control. This is why during the 1920s German and Austrian communists 
were sent to Mennonite areas in order to convince them to understand and 
conforln to the new communist order. Often these people were appointed to key 
local government posts, which deeply disturbed the Mennonites who did not 
take kindly to being "governed" by outsiders, communist or non-communist, 
and anyway they had always despised non-Mennonite "Ger~nans".~" 

While in historical terms the claim that the Bolsheviks aimed to assimilate 
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early 1920s many Mennonites interpreted Bolshevik policies as pursuing this 
aim. Bolshevik agrarian policy was particularly viewed in this way. Mennonites 
living in the established colonies were deeply concerned with land redistribu- 
tion and the favouring of poor peasants, especially where this involved settling 
Ulcrainian and Russian peasants on land in the colonies which in pre-revolution- 
ary times had been reserved exclusively for Mennonites." Administrative 
changes which altered the boundaries of once exclusive Mennonite local 
government areas and again favoured the appointment of non-Mennonites, 
foreigners and poor peasants, to positions of power, and in Ultraine the activities 
of the infamous Committees of Poor Peasants (Kombedy), were all seen as 
further attacks on Mennonite a u t ~ n o m y . ~ "  Finally, Bolshevik control of educa- 
tion to create a new Soviet generation, the enlistment of young men into the Red 
Army and Communist opposition to religion on ideological grounds (see 
below), added to the idea that Mennonites, far from being socially levelled, were 
being subjected to a new form of Russification. Once again "ethnic" issues took 
precedence over an understanding of the socio-political issues involved in 
Soviet efforts at reform.35 

It must also be recognized, however, that in the eyes of Bolshevik official- 
dom continued Mennonite concern over religion, claims to special privileges 
including nonresistance, and their appeals to German culture were interpreted 
primarily as class-related issues. In the Bolshevik class-dominated view of the 
world, all Mennonite appeals to distinctiveness could and were ascribed as 
class-related issues: religion was an opiate which aimed to deceive common 
people and continued allegiance to religion reflected a lack of proper social- 
class consciousness; nonresistance revealed a lack of a sense of social class duty 
and a willingness to defend the socialist state under constant threat by the 
external bourgeois capitalist world; Mennonite concerns with nineteenth cen- 
tury German literature were essentially bourgeois in nature. If Mennonites 
insisted on being treated en iilnsse as a distinct people, then all Mennonites, 
irrespective of their real social status, were potential class enemies. As such all 
Mennonites were potentially dangerous. T l ~ e  only things in their favour were 
first the supposed "opposition" of Tsarist officialdom to their fzith, their claims 
to earlier persecution as an ethnic minority and, probably most important in the 
short term, their agricultural expertise essential for economic reconstruction. 

To the Bolsheviks Mennonite involvement in the Selbstsclzut~ during the 
Civil War was clearly a reflection of their ~nembership of and sy!3pathies with 
class enemies. The Selbstsclzutz had been drawn fro111 and led mainly by 
members of the reactionary ruling classes of Mennonite society: landowners, 
industrialists, the intelligentsia and even with the tacit support of some minis- 
ters, who were often related to members of these social groups. Such involve- 
ment also revealed the falsity of Mennonite appeals to religious nonresistance. 
The continued existence in Mennonite settlements of those previously involved 
in the Selbstsck~ltz and sympathetic to the Whites, suggested to the Bolshevilcs 
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ihe exisienct: ol' poienciaily dangerous counter-revoiucionary forces. For many 
years after 1920 the Bolsheviks lived in fear of internal and external enemies. 
Counter-revolutionaries had to be identified and destroyed, whether in urban 
areas where right and left wing political enemies lurked, or in rural areas where 
the Bolsheviks had to combat considerable peasant resistance. In the southern 
Ukraine, for instance, Malchno and other anarchist "bandit" bands contiliued to 
operate after the defeat of the Whites forcing the Red Army to remain quartered 
in the region and terror employed to subdue the population. 

The Portrayal of Soviet officialldom and Bolshevik policies 

In Mennonite writing on the early Soviet period there is often a widespread 
negative attitude towards early official policies and Bolshevik officialdom in 
spite of clear evidence of sympathetic treatment of certain Mennonite requests, 
the granting of concessions. the numerous occasions that Mennonites received 
assistance from high-ranking Bolshevik political officials and from technical 
experts sent to help Mennonites with economic reconstruction. In Mennonite 
criticism of Soviet officials nowhere is it indicated the problems the Bolshevilcs 
faced in establishing control and authority over the country and its people, least 
of all implementing their programs to establish a new order. There were few 
committed, skilled and qualified Bolsheviks to control the chaos which had 
resulted from years of war, disorder and destruction. Often local officials were 
recent recruits to the party, uneducated and unskilled in administration. So the 
Bolshevilcs were forced lo depend on non-party industrial and managerial 
experts. The employment of such people, who often belonged to the pre- 
revolutionary intelligentsia, directly conflicted with Bolshevik rhetoric con- 
cerning power being in the hands of the proletariat or the poorer peasants; while 
members from such lower socio-economic groups often sought positions of 
power, they usually proved ill-suited to their tasks. 

In contrast Mennonites could draw on deeper reserves of educated leaders, 
skilled in teaching, administration and bureaucracy to negotiate and interact 
with Bolshevik officialdom. Many of these were younger Inen who replaced the 
prerevolutionary leadership who had grown old during the War or who had been 
discredited during the period of revolution and civil war by their social origins or 
their actions.j7 There was often a marked difference between the quality and 
skills of local-level Mennonite leaders and non-Mennonite  official^.'^ And it is 
unclear if all the people Mennonites dealt with in the early years at the local level 
or as bureaucrats at regional offices were even party members. What is clear, 
however, is that Mennonite leaders, especially those in the Vereirz and the 
Verbarzd, soon established personal patronage networks with important Bolshe- 
viks to obtain approval of their plans or to counter lower level bureaucratic 
ob~truction. '~ This "personal" approach was a mark of how things were often 
done at this period and is an indication of how quickly Mennonites adapted to the 
new regime and became adept at exploiting the system to their own advantage. 



Y!11at is currently lacking ir, the literature is any ccnsideration sf hew the 
different Mennonite organizations and their leaders related to each other during 
the early Soviet period. The exact relationships which developed witlzilz the 
Mennonite world between village and district authorities, the churches and the 
local organs of the Verband and Vereiiz are still unclear. These must be 
established before the even more complex external relationships between 
Mennonites and non-Mennonites involved in local and regional government 
and other organs of Soviet control can be established. The problem with many 
Mennonite accounts of this period is their commitment to a portrait of Mennonites 
as basically apolitical. The general impression is that Mennonites only became 
involved in politics when circumstances forced them to become involved, and 
thus critical questions concerning the political aims of Mennonite organizations 
and their leaders are not discussed. One example of this is that Mennonite 
attempts to secure Soviet recognition of Mennonites as a distinct group involved 
an appeal not just to Mennonite riglzts, but also an assertion of their privileges 
with the ultimate aim of securing Mennonitepower and coiztrol over their own 
affairs. Other examples are their constant appeals to be able to control theii- own 
local administration, to exclude nowMennonite settlers from their colnmunities 
and to manage their own institutions, including schools and other social and 
cultural bodies. 

In terms of policy the indication is often given in Mennonite accounts that 
Soviet policies were comprehensive, well thought out and at odds with practi- 
cally everything Mennonites stood for. Also, that some of these policies were 
formulated merely to frustrate or prevent Mennonites in their just cause. The 
reality is that the Bolsheviks were forced to formulate policies where previously 
little thought had been given and to ~nalce major ideological compromises for 
pragmatic reasons. What is more, policies were not at all consistent in either 
their formulation or in their application. This is not at all surprising given the 
chaotic political and economic situation during and following the Civil War, the 
general lack of resources with which to implement policy and the shortage of 
skilled and sympathetic personnel with which the Bolshevilcs were faced. There 
existed an immense gap between idealism and practice. Areas of responsibility 
between different sections of the government and its ad~ninistration remained 
unclear and political discord between leading Bolsheviks, bureaucrats and local 
officials was commonplace. In this environment Mennonites had considerable 
opportunity to reassert their claims to special treatment, to negotiate issues of 
particular concern, and to propose policy j ~ ~ s t  because little thought had been 
given to many issues. But even when Mennonites obtained decisions favourable 
to their desires they were often frustrated by the inadequacy of command 
structures, by a lack of authority at the local level and the inherent contradictions 
that emerged between individuals, levels of the bureaucracy and between 
different regions even at the highest level. For instance, there was confusio11 
throughout the 1920s between authorities in the Ukrainian capital of Kharlcov 
and Moscow the centre of both the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the 
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Eussian Federation. Meiinoiiites were Iloi necessarily being singled our for 
special treatment or frustralion in getting their ideas, needs and policies 
recognized; all sectors and levels of society experienced similar difficulties 
during the 1920s. 

That some Mennonite desires, requests and demands were clearly unaccept- 
able to the Bolsheviks on ideological or simply policy grounds, is not surprising 
given the fact that the Men~lonites often claimed special rights and privileges not 
on the basis of class or even nationality, but because of their faith and tradition. 
Certain Mennonite demands also were patently against Bolshevik principles 
(eg. maintaining large land parcels exclusively for Mennonites at the expense of 
the redistribution of land to the needy, irrespective of their ethnic or social 
background; total control of their welfare and educational institutions with the 
right to include religion as part of the school curriculum; permission to allow for 
the free emigration of the skilled farmers etc.) 

But it is also apparent that Mennonite views as to what constituted Bolshevik 
policy and ideology were confused at the time and have continued to be 
misunderstood by later writers. One area of misunderstanding concerned 
Bolshevik policy towards land, the redistribution of land and the collectiviza- 
tion of agriculture. Land was certainly "nationalized" by the Bolsheviks in that 
"ownership" was assumed by the state, but possession and usage remained the 
initiative of individual households or the responsibility of other approved social 
units. The majority of Mennonites were not immediately affected except that 
land could not easily be bought and sold, especially for purposes of speculation. 
The redistribution of land, often involving the reduction of the area available for 
individual households, certainly disadvantages previous owners of full farms, 
but it is often forgotten that the majority of Mennonites in most settlements had 
not been owners of a fill1 farm and many were thus advantaged by the 
redistribution of land. Land ownership certainly increased the power of the 
majority at the expense of the old established landowning cliques and this must 
have affected political power in local-level politics. What disturbed many 
Mennonites about land redistribution, however, especially in the established 
colonies, was that non-Mennonites were incorporated into their settlements, a 
practice they interpreted as an attempt to force ethnic integration as much as 
social levelling. 

But the claim, often made in the primary and especially the secondary 
literature, that the ultimate aim of the Bolsheviks during most of the 1920s was 
the collectivization of agricultural land at the expense of individual households 
is incorrect. Indeed such communal agricultural ventures as were attempted 
before collectivization remained few in number and even declined in popularity 
before 1927128. Among many Bolsheviks support for the radical nationalization 
of land and the collectivization of agriculture remained lukewarm before 1928 
and was opposed by some in positions of power.40 

Another feature often stressed in Mennonite accounts is the lawlessness of 
the times and the arbitrary nature of policy formulation, decision-making and 



admiiiistrative c~mmaiid .  This was certainly truc of the early period of Soviet 
rule when terror tactics were employed to enforce political acquiescence and 
clumsy methods of taxation were used involving the forced seizure of produce. 
But this is less true of later periods. During NEP, once the currency was 
stabilized, the Bolsheviks attempted to stabilize society by imposing monetary 
instead of produce taxes, initiating the rule of law and establishing rational 
bureaucratic procedures to administer policies. The fact that, like most other 
Soviet citizens, Mennonites continued to have their produce requisitioned, that 
legal principles were often circumvented and that bureaucrats were often 
obstructive, does not deny the reality that the Bolshevik leadership found this as 
much of a problem as Mennonites. Mennonite problems with local level 
officialdom had existed since Tsarist times and throughout the 1920s the 
Bolsheviks mounted campaigns and purges against bureaucratic obstruction 
and inefficiency, with varying success. The real problem lay in a lack of 
competent, committed personnel and co~lti~lued corruption rather than in central 
policy. 

One of the aspects of Mennonite dealings with officialdom often stressed in 
Mennonite accounts is the constant threat of arrest and arbitrary punishment by 
the security forces: the Chelca and later GPU. While following the Civil War 
there was a period of official terror, and while gross abuses of power by the 
security agencies continued through the 1920s, often involving arbitrary and 
illegal actions by its officers, much of what appears in Mennonite accounts 
involves a projection of later collditio~ls operating in the 1930s back onto the 
early Soviet period. Certainly the arbitrary application of such powers declined 
after 1922 and a degree of freedom and tolerance of different views persisted 
t h r o ~ ~ g h  to the late 20s. The real terror occurred in the 1930s. 

The Struggle for the young: education, military conscription and religion 

While it is obvious that some aspects of Communist socio-economic policy 
were open to negotiation and debate, specific areas were less amenable to 
negotiation with officialdom and to Mennonite compromise. This was espe- 
cially true of schooling, military service and religious affairs. 

The claim to a monopoly of ideas, especially of those to be presented to 
school pupils, was of primary importance to the new regime. In schooling, old 
ideas, methods and curricula must be abandoned if the next generation were to 
be formed into proper Soviet citizens, loyal to the state and the Con~munist 
Party. This implied that those who had been educated and who had matured 
under Tsarist rule were eventually to be replaced by a new form of person, by 
Soviet citizens, predomi~la~ltly proletariat in origin.-" The problem was what to 
do with the teachers trained in Tsarist times. Some obviously had to be 
dismissed, others had to undergo political retraining. Teachers who were 
ministers were removed from their positions and religious instruction in schools 
was banned. Although the Mennonites regretted the removal of religious 
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insiruciion 11.o1ll sciiools i i  was something they could live wirh as long as anti- 
religious teachings were also not taught. They even petitioned the government 
to declare the schools as "neutral ground" where neither religion nor anti- 
religion would be t a ~ g h t . ~ '  

In the long run, however, the Soviets would not compro~nise their aim to 
initiate a programme for social and political reform through education. In theory 
the schools and their curricula were rapidly reorganized, old teachers dismissed 
and new staff appointed, especially in the crucial "political" area, and the 
influence of alternative ideologies, political and religious, removed from the 
classroom. Of course this left rather a large gap in the educatioilal and training 
system which, when combined with the poor economic state of the country, did 
little to advance education. Plans formulated at the centre were also frustrated at 
thelocallevel, not least by the teachers who struggled with the new curricula and 
sometimes resisted many of the regime's demands."" 

The removal of religious education from the schools and the ban of formal 
religious instruction to those under 18, forced Mennonites to rethink the 
importance of socializing and enculturating their young people outside the 
family home and the schoolhouse, an area largely neglected in Tsarist times. 
One of the remarkable aspects of NEP was the developlnent of youth groups 
(Jugerzdvereine) and the expansion of choirs where young people could be 
exposed to moral ideas4"and protected from the Soviet clubs, theatres and movie 
theatres where youths were entertained and taught communist ideas and encour- 
aged in antireligious agitation. It is also clear, however, that concern over the 
religious future of their young people and the inroads Communist ideology 
might make on the young, was a major spur to increased Mennonite emigration 
as the 1920s ad~anced . '~  

Another area of concern centered on the young was that of alternative 
service. While Mennonite statements on non-resistance were couched largely in 
religious terms, based upon Biblical interpretations and appeals to historical 
traditions of non-resistance (the Selbstschutz not withstanding), there was also 
another major concern which later commentators rarely comment upon. This 
involved Mennonite interest in the continued dominance and control over its 
young males. This had long been of primary concern to Mennonites in many 
countries when faced with the emergence of a system of military conscription 
which aimed not at creating an army of citizens, but also through conscription 
creating loyal citizens whose allegiance was primarily to the nation and state, 
not to a faith or a localized community. The fact that conscription also exposed 
young Inen to a social and moral order often at odds with Mennonite values, not 
to mention political indoctrination and antireligious propaganda, heightened 
Mennonite concerns. Again this had long been an issue with Mennonites in 
Russia and elsewhere, but experience during and after the Civil War, including 
the actions and attitudes of young Mennonites swept into military adventures, 
greatly enforced such opinions. However, Mennonites still felt they should 
render some kind of "state service" (Staatsdier-rst) and this sense of civil duty was 



allother co!?tinuation of attitudes developed ir. the Imperial period. 
During the early Soviet period the army was seen by many Bolsheviks as an 

extension of, if not a replacement for, the scl~oolhouse. It was the institution 
where young adults such as peasants and workers could gain skills, literacy, 
administrative knowledge and be indoctrinated with Bolshevik i d e a l ~ g y . " ~  
These young people were to form the leading cadre of future Soviet society. In 
terms of Mennonite appeals to non-resistance an interesting parallel of interests 
thus emerges. Mennonite concern with maintaining non-resistance was not just 
a matter of faith, but also of losing their influence and control of the young men 
so essential for the continuity of Mennonite life.." 

Thus disagreements between the Communists and Mennonites over school- 
ing, religion and military service eventually came to focus on the key theme of 
gaining control of the young people. For the Soviets this meant gaining control 
of the young at as early an age as possible to help to create a discontinuity in the 
social system between those of the old order and those who would establish the 
new utopia. The Soviets even toyed with the idea of abolishing what they 
considered to be bourgeois family life and for the state to raise children in the 
new order; experience with the millions of homeless orphaned children they 
inherited as a consequence of the Civil War and s~~bsequent  famines, undoubt- 
edly contributed to a tempering of such fantasies. They compromised by talcing 
over the schools, while leaving early socialization and enculturation to the 
family and then seizing control through youth movements such as the Pioneers 
and the IComsom01.~~ 

Given the Communist's concern with rapid social replacement and their 
suspicion of those raised under the Tsarist system, Mennonite attempts to 
reestablish social continuity, maintain control of their social order and espe- 
cially to keep their young separated from the new ideologies being promoted in 
the scl~ooll~ouse, the Soviet youth movements and the army barracks, were 
ultinlately doomed to failure. Eventually the Communist urge to produce a new 
society resulted in the elimination of not just representatives of the old order and 
those who stubbornly refi~sed to be reformed, but even members of the 
Bolshevik Party. Hence it could be argued that there is a continuity in Bolshevik 
ideology between the policies of social and cultural reform of the 1920s and the 
arrests, imprisonment and executions of the 1930s: the old elites were to be 
destroyed and replaced. But the crucial issue during the 1920s was whether or 
not the process of social and economic transformation would evolve naturally 
over a long period, or whether the pace of change would have to be forced by 
direct government intervention. During most of the 1920s the issue remained 
open, hence the often confusing administration of policies during this period. 
From 1925 onwards Soviet policies moved increasingly towards gaining control 
of the young and after 1928129 the matter was settled: both the social order and 
the econolnic order would be remoulded by command through the total restruc- 
turing of both society and the economy. Any illusions of cont in~~ed Mennonite 
separatism and autonolny and of a say in the control of the new generation were 
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swept aside. 

Conclusions 

Mennonites, even their scholars trained in academic scholarship, tend to 
view the world through distinctive Mennonite eyes which judge events, people 
and institutions on Mennonite terms. For Mennonites a powerful historical 
inheritance has been to see the external world as hostile and threatening, 
somehow bent upon the persecution and even destruction of God's chosen 
people. While there is no denying that Mennonites have suffered for their faith, 
they have also suffered for other reasons: for being in the wrong place at the 
wrong time and sometimes because of their own misdirected actions and 
understanding of events. This was certainly true of their suffering in the turmoil 
of the Russian Revolution, the Civil War and most of the subsequent Soviet 
period. 

Mennonites suffered as did millions of other Russian and Soviets. Some- 
times they were singled out for special attention on account of their faith and 
ethnicity, real or imagined; at other times they were just swept into the 
whirlwind of events which have consumed the lives and hopes of so many during 
the twentieth century. Such a broader understanding of the Mennonite experi- 
ence helps place Mennonite suffering in context, but also weakens the import of 
Mennonite attempts to link their fate to the simple tropes of a suffering, religious 
people persecuted through the ages on account of their faith. 

Between the competing views of Mennonites as a select, persecuted people 
of the faith, and an understanding of Mennonite suffering in a wider historical 
context, lies the possibility that Mennonites have not always been innocent 
victims in troubled times. Where Mennonites have chosen to become active 
participants in the wider world, to exploit its advantages while demanding 
special privileges, to claim rights and identities beyond those of freedom of 
religion, they have exposed themselves to the danger of persecution on grounds 
other than faith. During the Imperial era Russian Mennonites sought and 
achieved communal prosperity and particular privilege in a land where these 
gave them unequal advantages over much of the population. When this way of 
life was challenged by new forces, the Mennonites discovered that their own 
social and cultural order, as well as their faith, was put to the test. These forces 
included the destructive powers unleashed by war, revolution and anarchy, and 
also the plans of the new Soviet regime committed to a new social and political 
order which would remove Mennonite privileges and claims to cultural au- 
tonomy. 

In this paper I have challenged the view that Mennonites in the early Soviet 
period were entirely innocent victims singled out by an intolerant regime for 
special treatment. The aims and objectives of the new regime have to be 
understood on their own terms and the Mennonites responses have to be 
interpreted in a new light which goes beyond the idea of religious suffering, 
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simple peoplehood, sociai innocence and poiiticai ignorance. This invoives a 
major revision of established Mennonite views of the Soviet experience without 
being apologetic for the Soviet system, in terms of early Bolshevik aims and 
objectives, least of all for horrors of the Stalinist era.'" Instead it should be seen 
as a challenge for future research and interpretation. 
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a consistently high level the sentiment favoring emigration" (ibid, 168). Earlier he states that with 
"the gradual restoration of stable government and public safety, ... emigration became more and 
more a question of relig~ous freedom rather than economics" (ibid. 167). Finally Toews states that 
by "1925 and 1926 the majority of the settlers desired to emigrate" (Losr Fcltherlnr~d, 90) although 
this statement, which disregards the prevailing NEP situation, is supported with reference to a 
Soviet Mennonite's letter of 1930, written only after collectivization was underway (used again 
in Czars, Sol)lets arld Merlrlor~ires, 116). 

"See Yuri Felshtinsky "The legal foundations of the immigration and emigration policy of 
the USSR, 19 17-27". Sollief Strrclies, 24 ( 1  982). 327-48. 

" It is perhaps significant that in his Czors. Soi'iets cr11d Mer~rlor~ites Toews only mentions 
NEP once, (l03), and then only in passing. While in his Lost Fntherlcrr~d Toews makes passing 



rcfcrencc to NEP, his comments are perfunctory; Epp is more informative on this period and on  its 
importance for influencing tlie desire for emigration, Mer7rioriite e.rodrrs, 140-4 1 .  157, 22 1-22 
althougli he too suffers from teleological arguments. 

I '  On this period see the classic study by Edward Hallett Carr, Socinlisrii iri orre colrrrtfy 1924- 
1926. London: Macmillan, Vol. 1, 1958; Vol. 2, 1959; Vol. 3 ( I )  and the more recent \vorlts 
including the special edition of Soviet Studies in History (28 (2 ) ,  Fall 1989) containing a 
roundtable discussion by Soviet historians on "Tlie Soviet Urriorr iri tlie 1920.s," Sheila Fitzpatrick, 
Alexander Rabinowitch and Richard Stites eds, Rrrs.\irr iri the e m  oj'NEP: e.~p/or-crtioris irr Soijiet 
society trrid cultlir-e. Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1991 and Lewis H. Siegelba~lm, 
Soviet .strtte mid .societj, b e t ~ ~ ~ r r , i  r-e1~01~rtiori.s. 1918-1929. Cambridge: C;lmbridge University 
Press, 1992. 

I-' "For the Russian Mennonites [economic] reconstruction meant tlie plotting of survival 
tactics, not tlie initiation of a large-scale business operation" (Toews, Lostfirther-lnricl, 125). C.F. 
Klassen, one of the leaders of the Moscow Verein, clearly gives a very different account of the 
economic achievements of the organizations in his "The Mennonites of Russia, 1917-1928." 
MQR, 6 (1932), 74-76. Mennonite businessmen also operated outside tlie Mennonite econo~nic 
organizations, as independent Nepmen, see the account of the miller IClassen's activities in Alan 
Ball's Rlrssio's last crrpito1ist.s: the Neprrierr. 1921-1929. Berkeley: Uni\ersity of California Press, 
1988, 120-21. Adolf Ehrt (Dos Meririoriiteritrrrii irr Rlr.s.slorid I1ori seirier- Ein~vn~irlerlrrrg bis zur- 
Gegeri~~wrt. Langensalza: Julius BeIz, 1932, 110-33) provides a useful overview of economic 
developii~ents in tlie colonies under the influence of the Vereiri and the Verbn~id during the period 
of reconstruction between 1923.1926. 

I s  On the diaspora and the hopes, sentiments and activities of its meinhers see Marc RaefI, 
Rirssin rrbroncl: rr c~rltrrlrrl liistorv of tlie R~issinri er~iigrotiorr 1919-1939. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1990; sec also Robert C. Williams, Crrltrire iri esile: Rlrssinri erriigris iri 
Ger-rrinriy. 1881-1941. Itliaca: Cornell University Press, 1972. 

Reprinted by Toews in Tlie i2Jerrriorrites iri R~r,ssici frorri 1917 to 1930: selected cloc~rr~ierrts, 
Section 111. See also tlie accounts of the Ver-eiri and the Ver-borid written soon after their closure: 
"Zur Geschichte des Verbandes der Biirger holl. Herkunft in der Ukraine." Der Bate. 3 (19-21) 12- 
26 May 1926; Klassen, "The Mennonites of Russia. 1917-1928" and later P.J. Frose, "Wie 
entstand der Allrussische Mennonitische Landwirtschaftliclie Verein?"Me~inoriitisclie R~irrclsclin~r, 
76 (17) 29 April 1953, 2-3. Terry Martin has recently discovered the papers of the Vereiri in 
Moscow and these could be the basis for a major reconsideration of this period: Gosridrirst~~eririj~i 
n,r.lri~~rossiiskoiferlfr-ntsii(GARF), fond 423. "Vse-rossiiskoe mennoni tskoesel'skokl~oziat~vennoe 
obshchestvo "AMLV'." 

Tlie inost interesting of these are the memoirs (written c. 1954) of Jacob A. Neufeld of thc 
activities and subsequent fate of tlie Gnadenfeld cooperative in Molochnaia: "Memories of the 
Sor~iier activities of the Verband by a participant in the Union of the Citizens of Dutch Origin in 
the Ukriline" (translated by Lena Unger). Manuscript, Mennonite Library and Archives, North 
Newton, Kansas (Small archives N394 ea). In his published account of his life under tlie Soviets, 
Neufeld hardly mentions this period moving quickly fro111 the Revolution into a detailed account 
of Collectivization, see Jacob A. Neufeld, Tiefirr~l~ge: Er:ftrhr-ririgeri rrrid Er-Iebriisse 1,011 R r ~ ~ s l r ~ r ~ d -  
12Jeririoriiteri iri :~vei Jo1~r;elrriterr bis 1949. Virgil, Ontario, Niagra Press, nd . . Cornelius C. Funl;, 
a iiiiller, provides an interesting account, written long after the event, of the problems a 
Mennonite entrepreneur faced in doing business during the 1920s (Escrrpe tofi.eeclor~i. Hillsboro: 
Mennonite Brethren Publishing House, 1982, 55-61, 63-70). 

IXSce Toews, Lo.st,fnrlierlorid, 42-43 

" "Econon~ically, their commitment to a capitalism based on private initiative clashed with 
socialis~ii", Tocws. Lost jrr111erlorir1. 43. Here Toews overlooks il l  fact the considerable Mennonite 
interest in thc cooperative movement which began in the 1890s and flo~~rislied in the Soviet 
period. More research is needecl on the nature and S L I P ~ O ~ ~  of different ~ ~ 1 0 p e r i ~ t i \ ~ e  1ii0ve1iielils il l  
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tile Mennnllite world both before and efLer the revolrltinn 

"'This issue of social identities and the emergence of "class" in pre-revolutionary and post 
revolutionary RussianISoviet society has been the subject of considerable discussion and debate 
in western studies in recent years. For pioneering studies of this issue see Moshe Lewin'sR~r.ssiarz 
perrsorlts orld Sul~iet poi l~er: n .st~rrIy qfcol lect i1~i;~t io11. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 
1968 and the essays in his The r~lcrkir~g of the soijief systerll. London: Methuen, 1985. For an 
excellent recent reanalysis which refers to the debate see Sheila Fitzpatrick, "The problem of 
class identity in NEP society." In Sheila Fitzpatrick, Alexander Rabinowitch and Richard Stiles 
eds, Russirr irl /he ern of NEP, 12-33, the essays in her Tlle c~rltrrralfr.or~t: power arlrl crr l /~rre irl 
rei~olrr/ ior~nrl \~ R~rssin. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992 and most recently her "Ascribing 
class: the construction of' social identity in Soviet Russia.".Iolrrr~nl ofhlorierrr Hisrorl1, 65 (1993), 
745-770. 

'' "The events o l  1918-22 ... [c]onceptually marked tlie collapse of a world which had endured 
for more than a century ... Culturally and socially the only world the Halbstadt colonist 
understood was a self-contained, self-sufficient Mennonite one ... [after 1880s] the Mennonites 
resisted assimilation by resorting to a strong institutionalism. Until 1918 they retained their local 
administrative autonomy and remained linguistically and culturally separate fro111 their host 
society. The average Halbstadt Mennonite still found himsclf in an isolatcd, csscntially homogc- 
neous society, even though a sizable Mennonite intelligentsia with strong interests in Russian 
culture existed ... His being poor or rich did not separate him from liis fellow villagers, He simply 
regarded them as 'his people' and communicated direclly with them" (Toews, "The Halbstadt 
volost," 5 13). Toews in his later writing (for instance in his Cznrs, Soi~iets nrzd Il.ler111orzites, 13- 14 
etc.) qualifies this rather simple view of prerevolutionary Mennonite society, but traces of it 
remain in his writings. 

" For a different view of Mennonite society during tlie pre-war period see my "Prolegomena 
to tlie study of Mennonite society in Russia 1880-1914." .lo[rrrlnl ofklerlrlorlite Stlrtlies, 8 (1990), 
52-75. 

" For those in emigration, Communist persecution became the leitmotif of their claim to be 
victims and the Imperial period was seen as a Golden Age under the rule of the Tsar. 

As Viola has recently pointed out concerning the victims of rural repression ltnown 
collectively as bj~vshie li lrdi (ou t s ide rs l~~~arg ind  people within a village), these "included noble 
landowners, clergy, church elders, members of religious sects (especially Baptists and Evange- 
lists), large landholders, genuine 'kulaks' (in the sense of very wealthy farmers), Stolypin 
o~r~rb r l i l t i  (peasants who split from the commune during the Stolypin land reform and owned tlielr 
land privately), factory and rural enterprise owners, merchants, traders, certain categories of rural 
homeowners, tsarist officers, cossack atamans, prerevolutionary policemen, estate stewards, and 
village and i~olost '  elders." It also included "not only ancien regine b y ~ ~ ~ l ~ i e  lirldi, but [also] post- 
1917 groupings that, loosely defined, had opposed the Bolshevilts in the Revolution or Civil War, 
like White Army officers and sometimes rank-and-file soldiers, repatriated cossacks, and 
members of other political parties (Socialist Revolutionaries, SRs, in particular)," Lynne Viola 
"The second coming: class enemies in the Soviet countryside, 1927-1935." In J .  Arch Getty & 
Roberta T. Mannin eds, S1crlir1ist terrnr: rie1t8 ~ ~ e l : s / ~ e c r i i ~ e ~ .  Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993,70. It should be noted that this categorization thus included a large proportion of the 
Mennonite population in the 1920s, probably as high as 60-7096. 

' 5  See the article, originally published in Die Arbeir,  the organ of the German section of tlie 
Party in Moscow by the then head of tlie Ukrainian section, J. Gebliardt, "Zur Auswanderungsbewegung 
unter den Mennoniten." Der Mer~rlor~it iscl le Iri1rl1igrarltei1 Bore, 1 (39), 8 October 1924, 5; this 
class analysis was later incorporated into the marxistlmaterialist analysis of Mennonite history by 
tlie Mennonite communist David Penner writing as Reinmarus in his Ar11i-Merlrlo: Beitriige ~ r r  
Gescl~ichrr der Mer1rlor1iterl i r ~  R~~s,slnrld. Moscow: Zentral Valker Verlag, 1930, 13 1 Sf. 

'"s early as 1921 a Mennonite in Molochnaia recorded in liis diary that: "In tlie evening we 



decided on 1~110 fitted into which categnry-Rerlnajaki (poor). Srednjakii (middle income) and 
ICulakii (Faustbrauchende (rich), J .  Boldt and Gerh. IClassen, because they owned almost 100 
dessj., [of land] were erroneously ranked in the last category. In the true sense of the word, we 
certainly haven't any Kulaks (the rich) [entry for 26th February 19211 ... We signed a document 
stating that we haven't any ICulaks here. It's better this way [2nd March 19211." 111 Tr-ofrbles nrlcl 
t r i f r r~~phs 19/4-1924: e.xcerpts,frorlr r l ~ e  din,?] of Peter- J. Dyck, Lnrleltupp, Molo/scl~r~n Colorry, 
Ukrnirle (ed. John P. Dyck). Springstein, Manitoba: the Editor, 1981, 138. 

" See the article by H. Unger originally published in the Co~nrnunist paper Die Arbeit 
reprinted in D e r  Merrr~or~iriscl~erf Ir~rr~rigrnr~ten Bote, 1 (3-4, 10). 30 January, 6 February, I9 
March 1924. 

?*For sources on social identities see note 20: as  Moshe Lewin (The rrlnking o j  the Soiliet 
systefr~. London: Metliuen, 1985) points out the term kltlak should be seen a polilical category 
open to considerable manipulation and change during the Soviet period; later scholars have built 
upon this insight. 

" See Harry Loewen, "Anti-Menno: introduction Lo early Soviet-Mennonite literature," 
Jofrrrlnl of Merlrrorfite Stfrclies, I 1 (1993). 23-42. 

"'On the disenfranchised see Elsie Icimerling, "Civil rights and social policy in Soviet Russia 
1918- 1936." R~rssinrl R e ~ ~ i n v ,  41 (1982), 24-46. 

" For a conte~nplative discussion of the issues involved in ethnic versus religious identifica- 
tion, undoubtedly stimulated by thinking about these problems, see the article by Ph. D. Cornies 
of the Verbar~d "Konfessionell oder national'?" Der- Bore, 2(3-4). 21-28 January 1925. Cornies 
was one of the leaders of the Verbor~d. 

'? This is commented upon in a number of reports from S o v ~ e t  R u s s ~ a  and Ukraine to Der 
Bote. See for instance the report from Halbstadt in Der  Bore, 1 (42) 29 October 1924, 5 and from 
Rosental In 2(38) 23 September 1925, 6; see also Klassen, "The Mennon~tes  of Russia, 1917- 
1928," 76. 

'' Although Mennonites sometimes received generous parcels of land, up to 32 desiatini, the 
reduction of holdings from the previous "full-farms" and the settlement of outsiders in previously 
"exclusive" Mennonite areas was deeply resented by many. In the HalbstadtlGnadenfeld area of 
Molochnaia for instance 16 new settlements mainly inhabited by Ukrainians were establishes by 
1924, see Peter Braun, "Zur Auswanderung der Mennoniten aus Russland." Der  Bore, 2(5),  4 
February 1925. 

'.' There were a number of reorganizations of the old Tsarist ad~ninistrative units and the 
establishment of new administrative district (rcriorfs) in local areas, solnetimes with the aim of 
producing ethnic districts such as "German Raions". Although Sovict officials went out of theil. 
way to accomniodate Mennonite desires Ibr "national" areas, the reorganization was described by 
the Mennonites as not so  much a "deutsche Rayonierung" as a "deutsche Ruinierung," see Braun, 
"Zur Auswanderung."5. This constant tinkering with the system of local government, as well as  
constant shifts in economy policy, contributed to the sense of uncertainty in the Mennonite world 
during the 1920s. 

"Mennonite emigres in Canada and Germany in the 1930s, imbued with Nazi racial rhetoric, 
interpreted Bolshevik (and earlier Tsarist) attempts to ~nohilize Mennonites as subjects and 
citizens through the distorted prism of an imagined Germanic peoplehood, seeing all attempts at 
social and cultural integration as an vicious attack on their rightful racial inheritance. Unfortu- 
nately. such views have continued to inlbrni sollle Mennonite interpretations of their past even 
into more recent tillies where it is often stated that the destroy their true identity. Interestingly, 
C.F. IClassen, one of the central organizers of the Vereirr, by the early 1930s. having emigrated to 
Canada, interpreted Bolshevik actions in this wav and suggested that the history of Mennonites in 
Russia should be seen as their struggle against riissification, "The Mennonites of Russia, 1917- 
1928", 69, 77. 





been seen as a threat to the structure of authority in Mennonite domestic groups. 

'j For a critical analysis of the lack of authority in the classroom and the chaos of the 
educational system see "Etwas iiber den 'neuen Schule' in der alten Heimat." Der Bote, 2(43-44). 
28 October - 4 November 1925 and a letter from Einlage in 1926 which makes similar criticisms 
and concludes: "Der Gegensatz zwischen der hauslichen Erziehung und dem, was den Kindern in 
der Schule und im offenlichen Leben geboten wird, ist die Haupttriebfeder der Auswanderung." 
Der Bore, 3(42), 70  October 1926, 6. 

4h See Mark von Hagen, "Soldiers in the Proletarian dictatorship: from defending the 
Revolution to building socialism." In Sheila Fitzpatricl;, Alexander Rabinowitch and Richard 
Stites eds, Russin iri the ern of NEP: esplorotiorrs i r~ Soviet society nrerlrl c~r1t~rr.e. Bloomington: 
University of Indiana Press, 1991, 156-73. 

."No[ that the Mennonites were not concerned about militarism. Since 1914 Mennonites had 
lived in a world constantly dominated by military concerns and the rhetoric of war. The end of the 
Civil War did not suddenly alter this situation. Bolsl~evilc understanding of the class struggle had 
been reinforced by the violence of revolution and civil war. The struggle against counter- 
revolution and class enemies now became imbued wi th  the language of militarism quite at odds 
with any Mennonite claims to non-resistance, religious principles and or even a secular, social 
pacifism. Throughout the 1920s and the 1930s the Soviet Union and its core Communist Party 
members were engaged in "warfare" with counter-revolutionary forces at home and abroad, 
forces which threatened to surround and destroy their state by subversion, sabotage and even open 
invasion. This military rhetoric was to continue into later periods with the struggles of "labour- 
units" active on a variety of "fronts", "labour brigades" marching in unison as if to war and people 
seeking out "enemies" of the Revolution and the Party. 

"Once again the Mennonites were not alone in their opposition to these new youth groups; 
peasants also resisted them and their antireligious emphasis, see Isabel A. Tirado. "The revolu- 
tion, young peasants and the Komsomol's antireligious campaigns (1920-1928)." Cnrzadior~~ 
Arrrericnrz Slnllic Stlrdies, 26(1-3) (1992), 97-117 and Isabel A. Tirado. "The Komsomol and 
young peasants: the dilemma of rural expansion, 1921-1 925." Slnliic Rel~ien~,  52(2) (1993), 460- 
76. 

"Chris Ward i n e  recent book on the Stalinist period makes much the same point. He appeals 
to historians "to see all round a problem ... to suspend disbelief and enter into the world of men and 
women for whom we now have no particular sympathy" As he points out while it is "compara- 
tively easy to respond to the dispossessed ... [ulnderstanding the oppressers ... is an unattractive 
proposition, even though we are not required to share their view of the world. We are obliged, 
l~owever, to realize that it was their view oftheir world-whether held sincerely, from fear, in the 
hope of advancement, or out of weakness or insouciance ... And once we have made that 
imaginative leap we are no longer free to talk easily of the crimes and follies of this or that epoch, 
or to engage in the glib luxury of allotting praise or blame ... To the everlasting chagrin of 
moralists, politicians and pundits, the world becomes stranger, more coinplicatcd and less 
amenable to manipulation when we recognize the singularities of the past, see things otherwise, 
begin to think for ourselves, and falter before judging," Ward, Stc~lirl's R~rssin. London: Arnold, 
1993, 228-29. 




